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AF5 April 2019 Notes 

Overview 
 
There doesn’t seem as much in this case study as we normally expect. A one earner couple 
with earnings of £75,000 and investments solely consisting of main stream pooled 
investments. No readily identifiable sources of new income. Pension funds are quite poor in 
both cases. One daughter who is at university and lives at home but the parents plan to buy 
her a house in which she will live and once she graduates they plan to use this as a buy to let 
investment. The most significant factor is that Tom and Sally are not married. 
 
Summary 
 
Tom Grant and Sally Jones are 48 and 47 respectively. They are not married and have one 
child, Hannah who is 19. 
 
Tom is the MD of his own company Lincoln Specialist Paints. He pays himself £60,000 a year 
and takes £25,000 in dividends on an ad hoc basis. He appears to own all the shares and 
sole director but the company’s success is reliant on the Sales Manager 
 
Sally is a freelance writer and seems to have no income. 
 
They support Hannah whilst she is at university to the tune of £2,400 a year. This will last 
until the summer of 2021. 
 
They are thinking of buying a buy to let property in their joint names for Hannah to live in 
and once she graduates they will use it as a long term investment. 
 
Their investments areas follows 
 
Tom 
 
Current account; £6,000 
50% share deposit a/c £20,000 
Cash ISA £25,000 
S/S ISA £170,000 
CB funds £98,000 
 
Sally 
 
Current account £2,000 
Cash ISA £25,000 
S/S ISA £130,000 
 
They are in a range of UK and Global and Equity funds. They want to confirm that these 
remain suitable for them. They have not used their ISA allowance this year. 
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Tom’s CB acquisition value was £76,000 and income has been reinvested into the fund 
 
Their total assets are worth £1,436,000 
 
Both adventurous ATR 
 
They have an interest only mortgage of £350,000 that lasts until 2027.The plan is to repay 
this from their investments and pensions. It is protected by a first death level term 
mortgage not in trust 
 
Tom has a tax liability of £8,000 to be paid in 2020. He wants to mitigate his tax liability 
 
 

Retirement planning 
 
Tom 
 
Previous 
 
GPP £78,000 UK tracker fund 
Current 
GPP £110,000 Global equity tracker 
 
Currently paying 5% of gross matched by employer. Considering increasing this 
 
Sally (Previous) 
 
GPP £47,000 
 
Possible objectives 
 

• Purchase property for Hannah 

• Provide financial security for Sally & Hannah in the event of Tom’s death and/or 
illness 

• Review mortgage repayment plans 

• Review suitability of investments 

• Key person cover 

• Mitigate his tax liability 

• Ensure adequate income in retirement 

• Estate Planning/minimise IHT 
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This is not an objective but it could be tested. The factfind states they are both adventurous 
investors and this has been discussed and verified by he recent completion of an attitude to 
risk questionnaire. The question might be something like, “explain the factors that might 
make you question this” (Alternatively why they might have a lower capacity for loss) 
 

• It relies on the questionnaire being accurate and honest answers being given. 

• It may not take into account their circumstances and objectives 

• None of the current assets are in high risk areas. 

• They have a large mortgage debt that must be repaid in 2027 

• They are proposing to use some of their assets to purchase a potential buy to let 
property which will reduce liquidity and diversification 

• They won’t be getting the full market rent from the property initially 

• One main earner 

• Runs his own business so could be catastrophic if this were to fail 
 
 
 

Wedding Bells 
 
The fact that they are unmarried has serious implications in offering them financial advice. A 
possible question could be, “assuming they don’t wish to marry, what are the financial 
consequences of being an unmarried couple in terms of giving financial advice” 
 

• Transferring assets to one another would be disposal for CGT/no interspousal 
transfer. 

• Transfer would also be a PET. They can use £3,000 AE but cannot use inter spousal 
exemption. Therefore they would lose part of NRB for next seven years 

• Death bequests to each other could not use spousal exemption 

• No transferable NRB on second death 

• No transferable RNRB on second death 

• With no will surviving partner has no claim to deceased’s solely owned and business 
assets 

• No impact on paying out the life policy as it is written on joint life first first basis 

• They couldn’t use the APS for their ISAs 

• Neither could inherit the SERPS/S2P of the other. 

• Survivor would probably get the right to choose what to do with the pensions as 
they have each nominated each other but not binding on the administrator 

• Survivor may not have “next of kin” rights in the case of permitting/not permitting 
life sustaining treatment 

 

“Note the question could be asked the other way, “explain the financial planning benefits if 

they were to marry.” 
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Plans to purchase the property 
 
At first glance his seems a straightforward purchase the house with a BTL mortgage  
 
The fact find tells us they plan to buy a house for Hannah to live in until she graduates in 
2020/21 and they will then let it out on a long term basis. It also tells us that they don’t 
want to use any of their existing assets to buy this which means they will have to borrow. 
However it may not be possible to arrange a BTL mortgage because their daughter will be 
the tenant. 
 
Fact finding question 
 

• Purchase price of property 

• Additional purchase cost/running costs 

• Likely mortgage costs/interest rate 

• Length of mortgage 

• Amount of deposit required/source of? 

• Will Hannah be paying rent? 

• If she sublets/shares will she pay that income to her parents? 

• Likely gross rental income once Hannah graduates and leaves 

• In whose name is the house to be owned 
 
Other factors to consider 
 

• If owned by Tom and/or Sally it would be a second home so would attract an extra 
3% stamp duty 

• It would not get PPR relief so Capital Gains tax of 8% surcharge 

• If they use a mortgage only 50% of interest can be offset against offset against rental 
income, this will reduce over next two tax years 

• They could not apply for a Consumer Buy to Let Mortgage as it’s a new purchase 

• If Hannah is going to live there she is a connected party and may mean they can’t get 
a BTL mortgage. 

• Tom’s borrowings are 4.12 times income (if dividends are included) and 5.83 if just 
his salary is taken into account. 

• This might make it impossible to borrow as a second home mortgage 

• Therefore they may have to use some of their assets to purchase this. 

• It could be purchased in Hannah’s name. Normal stamp duty plus first time buyer 
reduction. It would also initially be her PPR and she could sublet (share). Income 
probably below PA and could use rent a room relief. 

• However this would mean Tom and Sally would not get the income they require 

• It could be classed as Home in Multiple Occupation (HMO) if Hannah shares with 
friends which could require the house to be modified/meet LA standards 

• Possibility of void periods once Hannah moves out 

• Cost of ongoing maintenance 

• Student accommodation main mean dilapidations to property 
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Is a BTL available? 
 
Lenders may be reluctant to lend on a BTL if a member of the family is living there 
particularly if they are not paying rent. A few lenders (Mansfield BS) will allow it but the 
rental paid must be the same as the mortgage. If a BTL mortgage isn’t available it would 
have to be a standard mortgage which means Tom and Sally would have to go through the 
affordability tests. 
 
Of course if they applied for a BTL mortgage on the basis that it was to provide student 
accommodation and they didn’t mention that Hannah would be one of the tenants……! 
 
Definitely not saying that should be one of the recommendations! 
 
Benefits of buying the house outright. 
 

• They probably have the capital to do this. 

• Higher rental profits as no mortgage interest to be paid 

• Avoids reduction in ability to offset mortgage interest 

• Might get a better price for a cash purchase 

• No interest rate disk/not affected if rates rise 

• Rental Yield may be higher than yield on investments sold 
 
Cons 
 

• Doesn’t match adventurous ATR 

• Reduces liquidity of their investments 

• Loss of future growth in assets that were sold 

• Could incur CGT 

• If it comes from an ISA will take time to rebuild ISA holding 

• Market timing 

• Can’t be put into an ISA 

• Less diversification 

• Only one property and in same city as their main home 

• CGT on disposal will be at a higher rate 

• Higher rate of tax compared to dividends 
 
In the section on the mortgage repayment on their main house, it’s noted that it may be 
difficult to find a lender who would make further loans in view of the income multiples. 
 
An issue might then arise should they use assets to pay off the mortgage or to buy this 
second house. Key factor will be which is larger, the mortgage or the price of the second 
house. 
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In whose name should the property be? 

 

Options are: 

 

Joint Tom and Sally 

Sally only or Hannah only 

 

Sally only 

 

• She has no income 

• Therefore rental profits will use up her PA 

• And be taxed at 20% compared to Tom being at 40% 

• Some of the gain would be taxed at 18% compared o 28% 

 

Possible pro’s and cons of being in Hannah’s sole name 
 

• Lower stamp duty/first time buyer discount 

• Would be her PPR so no CGT on disposal 

• She could use rent a room relief for sharing 

• All her income so with PA & RAR allowance unlikely to pay tax 
 
Con 
 

• Not meeting their long term objective of providing income in later life 

• It’s Hannah’s property so she can do with it what she wants 
 
General points about BTL 
 

• Could provide a long term income  

• Provide a good yield 

• Capital Growth 

• University city so high demand 
 
 

Provide financial security for Sally & Hannah in the event of Tom’s death 
and/or illness 
 
 
If Tom dies 
 

• The life policy would be payable to Sally as it’s in joint names and she could pay off 
the mortgage 

• She could receive Tom’s pension funds as she is the nominated person although the 
administrator could overrule. She could take funds as cash, buy a dependent’s 
annuity or designate as a dependants FAD 
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• She would receive the house (joint tenancy) and the deposit account as its in joint 
names 

 
Solution make a will (see later on estate planning) 
 
Business assets on death 
 
Tom appears to be the sole share holder and director 
 
Possible question. “What would happen to the business if Tom were to die? 
 

• If there are no other shareholders, directors or company secretary 

• On Tom’s death the company could still trade 

• But its bank accounts would be frozen and couldn’t pay its bills 

• His administrators cannot appoint further directors unless they were entered on to 
the Company’s register of members 

•  
Follow this link to get more info on this. 
 
https://www.roythorne.co.uk/site/blog/corporate-and-commercial-blog/the-risks-of-being-a-sole-
shareholder-director 

 
Action needed 
 

• Appoint Sally as a director/company secretary 

• Or change the articles of association to allow his administrators to appoint a 
director. 

 

• Even if that problem is overcome without a will his shares will be inherited by 
Hannah under intestacy rules 

• Needs to give some thought as to how Sally (assuming a will is drawn up) can realise 
the value of the shares/business. 

• Identify potential buyers in the current company if he were to die 

• Agree plan/valuation process with them 

• Use Cross option to ensure BPR can be used 

• The potential buyers would need to insure Tom’s life for the value of the shares. 
 
Outline the additional information you would need to establish to give advice on their 
protection needs 
 

• Is there another director/company secretary  

• his business willing to provide additional benefits such as Death in Service, income 
protection, PMI 

• How long could the business could survive if Tom was unable to work 

• By how much would he need to reduce his income if he was unable to work. 

• Value of the business 

https://www.roythorne.co.uk/site/blog/corporate-and-commercial-blog/the-risks-of-being-a-sole-shareholder-director
https://www.roythorne.co.uk/site/blog/corporate-and-commercial-blog/the-risks-of-being-a-sole-shareholder-director
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• His preference on who should take over the business on his death 

• Income/Capital needed by Sally on his death 

• How long would she need this income. 
 
Recommend and Justify (using a simple FIB) 
 

• FIB on Tom’s life taken out by Sally 

• To ensure immediate payout/no probate issues 

• £3,000 a month to maintain standard of living  

• With indexation to protect against inflation 

• Term to planned retirement age 

• Waiver of premium to ensure premiums are payable if Tom cannot work due to 
accident/sickness. 

 

The other option is a Relevant Life Policy 
 
Relevant Life Policy 
 

• Allows the company to offer death in service to its employees 

• This could just be for Tom (and possibly his Sales Manager) 

• Provides a tax free lump sum on death (and/or Critical Illness) 

• Written under a discretionary trust 

• Therefore paid outside of Tom’s estate 

• Set up by and premiums paid by the company 

• Premiums allowable as a business expense 

• Isn’t classed as Death in Service so no impact on Lifetime Allowance 

• Can be a fixed sum but can be a multiple of salary 
 
Key Person 
 

• Sales manager. How irreplaceable? 

• Aims to replace the short term loss in profits caused by his death. 

• KP’s Salary 

• Percentage of total salary bill 

• Applied to the profits to establish SA 

• That figure multiplied by 5 (years) renewable 

• Taken out by the business 

• Benefit paid to the business 

• It would be an allowable business expense 

• But payment could be a trading receipt 
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Mortgage repayment 
 

• Current plan is high risk 

• Mortgage to be repaid in 2027 

• If funds used to buy second property then risk is increased 

• They could repay in full today 

• Issues if there are insufficient funds on retirement/shortfall risk 

• End of mortgage could be at a time of market downturn 

• CGT on disposal of assets 

• If they plan to use pension taking max PCLS may not be sufficient and would reduce 
the pension 

• End up paying more interest 
 

Solution 
 

• switch all or part to repayment 

• Higher costs but certainty of repayment  

• Less disposable income 

• Current lender may not agree because with repayment, monthly payments may 
become unaffordable 

• May have to find a new provider 

• Interest rate may be higher 

• If current lender allows could make ad hoc lump sum payments using their CGT 
exemption 

 
Solutions here are tied up with how BTL is financed. They could pay off current mortgage from 

the current assets but these would then be reduced to £138,000. With more money needed 

to fund the BTL deposit, would this leave them short of liquid assets and with the majority of 

their assets in property 

 

Possible fact find questions 
 

• Willingness to downsize when mortgage has to be repaid 

• Affordability of switching to repayment 

• Will lender be prepared to allow them to switch to repayment 
 
 

Mitigate his tax liability 
 

• Take more in dividends and reduce salary 

• Increase pension contributions 

• Maximise ISA contributions 

• VCT/EIS (adventurous ATR) 

• Invest in AIM shares 

• Switch from income producing assets to growth ones 
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• Give up some of his salary and get the business to make a pension contribution of 
the equivalent amount 

• Use CGT exemption 

• Use annual IHT annual exemption. 

• Make Sally (and possibly Hannah) a co-director and have some of his dividends paid 
to her (uses her DA and PA) plus at 7.5% rather than 32.5% and swap some of his 
salary to pay to her 

• Tom to sell enough of his CB funds to use up CGT exemption. He could then invest 
this in an ISA in his own name. Alternatively gift the proceeds to Sally This would be a 
PET but no tax. 

• Repeat in the following tax year 
 

 
There could be a specific question on EIS. 
 
Explain why it might be appropriate for Tom to invest in an EIS 
 

• It matches his adventurous ATR 

• His assets are currently all at medium risk/greater diversification 

• Can carry back one year 

• He would get tax relief of 30% on the investment 

• Given as a reduction in his income tax liability but capped at his total tax liability. 

• If he reinvests a CGT gain this can defer the tax until the CGT is sold/disposed 

• It is CGT free after three years 

• Provides potential high gains 

• Outside the estate after two years with Business relief 

• Any loss can be offset against income giving a 40% relief 
 
Review suitability of investments 
 
Overall there doesn’t appear to be any “adventurous funds” 
Therefore potentially higher reward available and still be in their risk tolerance zone 
 

Tom 
 

• He’s got £170,000 in ISA therefore tax efficient especially as he is a higher rate tax 
payer 

• Within his adventurous attitude to risk 

• Seems to provide geographical spread (UK & Global Equity) 

• Possible different fund managers 

• Corporate Bond fund. Is below his ATR but provides diversification/negatively 
correlated assets 

• Will have been taxed at 40% on income above his PSA 

• 29% growth over 8 years 
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Sally 
 

• She’s got £130,000 in S/S ISA therefore tax efficient but a non tax payer 

• Within her adventurous attitude to risk 

• Seems to provide geographical spread 
 
Together £90,000 in cash. Deposit account 1% a year  
Cash ISA. Too much in cash? 
 
Other factors to consider 
 

• Ad hoc investments/no pound cost averaging 

• Exposes them to market timing risk 

• Reinvesting income but no clear strategy 

• The only objective is to use these in 8 to 9 years to repay mortgage 

• If this is their main aim is the ATR accurate? 

• If they do use the ISAs then no CGT 

• No rebalancing seems to have taken place 

• Charges not clear/better with a platform 
 
Recommend and justify a strategy to improve suitability going forward. 
 

• Agree client objectives 

• Agree asset allocation 

• Maximise ISA contributions now and in subsequent years 

• Transfer cash ISA to stocks and shares ISA to reflect ATR and for greater potential 
growth 

• A wider spread of investments both income/growth, geographical and sector 

• Have a mix of active and passive funds 

• Agree benchmark 

• Review and rebalance each year 
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Mitigate IHT 
 
Making a will does not in itself reduce the IHT liability in this case. Means that the will writer 
can set out who will get the benefits 
 
If Tom dies 
 

• Sally inherits the house (Joint tenancy) 

• The deposit account 

• Personal Possessions 

• Life policy paid to her 

• Pension funds paid to her 

• Everything else to Hannah 
 
In terms of IHT half the value of the property (£425,000)would be a deemed transfer to Sally 
The estate would have a IHT liability On first death RNRB can’t be used 
 
On second death house will go to Hannah and only one RNRB can be used 
 

How to get a transferable RNRB 
 

• Change ownership to Tenants in Common 

• On first death, deceased’s share can be left to whoever they choose 

• Will is drawn up leaving deceased’s share to an IPDI trust with survivor as life tenant 
and Hannah as the remainder man 

• On second death survivor’s share goes directly to Hannah plus interest in IPDI 

• Therefore survivor’s estate could claim RNRB from first death as Hannah is a lineal 
descendant 

 
“usual plans” 
 

• Use allowance exemptions 

• Make PETS 

• More into pensions 

• Invest into EIS/SEIS/AIM  

• Gifts out of normal expenditure 

• Charitable legacies 
 

• Two Whole of life policies 

• One for Tom one for Sally 

• Written in trust for beneficiary 

• Amount for immediate liability taking into account NRB 

• Should be reviewable/increasable 
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Retirement planning 
 
Fact find question 
 

• Income required in retirement?/will this vary in the early years 

• Amount of capital required 

• Planned retirement age 

• Affordability 

• Willingness to use other assets to fund pension/retirement income 

• For Tom: NRE and TPI for last three years 

• Would the business be willing/is it affordable to make contributions on behalf of 
Tom 

• What other funds are available in the current and deferred arrangements 

• Performance of the funds over the last 5 years 

• What are the charges under all these plans 

• Do the funds/scheme allow benefits to be taken flexibly 

• Do the funds/scheme provide any other benefits on death e.g. return of 
contributions 

• Could Sally be employed by the company 

• Views on future inflation 

• Position of Tom’s company in his retirement plans/sell and use capital or will the 
business continue to give him an income 

• State Pension forecast 

• Plans to downsize 

• Potential income from BTL property 

• Is company prepared to consider salary sacrifice 
 
Comment 
 

• Both look under resourced 

• Funds unlikely to produce required income 

• Tom has TPI of £6,000  

• Sally has nil/She is limited to £3,600 gross 

• Sally’s fund too low a risk profile 

• Tom’s fund lacks diversity 
 
Benefits of the company funding Tom’s pension 
 

• Tom’s input would be restricted to £60,000 (NRE) including carry forward 

• Business could contribute in excess of his NRE 

• Use up this years AA (£34,000) then carry back to 2015/16 

• This boosts his pension and gives higher income/PCLS 

• Tax free growth within the fund 

• Benefits can be taken flexibly 

• Doesn’t appear to be in danger of being hit by TAA 

• If Sally was employed the company could fund her pension 
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Benefits of consolidating Tom’s pensions 
 

• Possible lower charges  

• Easier to administer/everything under one roof 

• You have control 

• Possible access to flexible pensions 

• Draw up a strategy to find funds that match ATR 

• Get advice on deferred pensions as well as active ones 
 
 
Sally’s state pension/Should she pay class 3 
 

• Needs 35 years credits or contributions 

• She has at least 8 years from the paper 

• + four from CB (she should get this even if Tom had to pay tax 

• She would have started work between 1990 and 1993 

• So could have 20 years  

• State pension age will be 67 

• Therefore potentially 20 years 
 
Before making a decision 
 

• Check current NI contribution record 
 

• Her options would be: Pay Class 3 but only when it becomes impossible to reach 35 
years by 67 

• Register as self-employed and pay voluntary class 2 (lower cost than class 3) 

• Tom’s business employs her paying above LEL but below PC. She pays no NIC but 
gets full credit for state pension 

 
Should she register as self employed? 
 

• She is carrying out a trade 

• She would have to submit a self assessment form 

• She could offset costs against income 

• As currently no income she can start to create losses which can be offset against 
profits in the future. 

• She could use capital allowance to buy a laptop or printer 

• She can elect to pay Class 2 NIC which are lower than class 4 
 

Lasting Power of Attorney 
 
Not an objective but the fact find states they have not set one up and everything in the fact 
find is there for a reason 
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Why set one up? 
 

• It enables the attorney to take decisions for the donor if the latter lost mental 
capacity 

• It is inexpensive and easy to set up. 

• Without one someone would have to apply to be a deputy which is more expensive 
and a deputy has fewer powers than attorney 

• It can be for finance and/or welfare benefits 

• They could appoint each other as attorney with Hannah as replacement attorney if 
either becomes incapable of acting as attorney. 

• In their case having a welfare LPA would avoid any issues of being denied “next of 
kin” rights e.g if a decision was required to maintain life sustaining treatment. 


